Madam,
Sir,

I have the pleasure to invite your Organization to be represented in an observer capacity at the twenty-sixth session of the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) Committee for Technical Cooperation (CTC), which will be held in Geneva, at the headquarters of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), from September 23 to October 2, 2013.

The meeting will be held during the same period as the fifty-first series of meetings of the Assemblies of the Member States of WIPO and will, in practice, take place during a break in the proceedings of the Assemblies.

The draft agenda is enclosed.

It would be appreciated if the name(s), title(s) and e-mail address(es) of the representative(s) of your Organization who will attend the session could be communicated to the International Bureau of WIPO by July 26, 2013. In order to communicate this information, representatives may register online at: http://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/details.jsp?meeting_id=29904 by using the following code: ZK8N3Q3Q2.

Yours sincerely,

Francis Gurry
Director General

Enclosure: document PCT/CTC/26/1
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
Committee for Technical Cooperation

Twenty-Sixth Session
Geneva, September 23 to October 2, 2013

DRAFT AGENDA

prepared by the International Bureau

1. Opening of the session
2. Election of a Chair and two Vice-Chairs
3. Adoption of the agenda
4. Advice to the Assembly of the PCT Union on the proposed appointment of the State Intellectual Property Service of Ukraine as an International Searching and Preliminary Examining Authority under the PCT
5. Adoption of the report of session
6. Closing of the session
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